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More images listen to your favorite audio books directly on your Android with Audiobooks Now.Audiobooks Now is a free app for Android that offers you a free 30-day trial version and 50% savings on your first audio book purchase, plus a 40% discount on everything else there after. In
addition, the program gives you more than 80,000 names that you can choose to explore and download risk for free for 30 days. Once you have downloaded the title you no longer need an internet connection to enjoy the audio book. It has a simple interface that is easy to use, it gives you a
sleep timer, sound speed control, manual tags, skip and a list of tracks. Download Audiobooks Now and have fun listening while on a ride or when in line. Please stop by for Tom's Guide for more interesting apps and the latest tips for android. And you may go visit Tom's Guide Forums for
any concerns about your Android. Download Tanya Watkins You can play games on your computer without spending pennies. Several sites are designed to offer computer games for free. Some of the games that are offered are testing before you buy, while others are completely free.
Download-Free-Games.com offers many classic games to download. Family feud, monopoly, scrabble, bejeweled, life and risk are some of the games on offer. This site offers a variety of categories including card games, board games, kid games, puzzles, racing games, simulation, war
and strategy games and word games. The site offers games are completely free or free testing games you can buy. Free testing allows you to test the game for a limited time or lock some features. They require you to buy the game to continue playing or unlock some features. No adware or
spyware has been reported from a site that offers more than 800 games. Net-Games.biz offers free games to download, as well as online games, player club and multiplayer games. The site offers free games including action, arcade, racing and puzzle games. It lists players with the best
results, top 10 games and new user IDs. Yahoo! offers a wide selection of online games that don't require downloading for adults and children. Yahoo! also offers free games that can be downloaded to your computer – some of them for free testing. Yahoo! offers sports and educational
games for kids. There are also arcades, card and holiday games. If your child gets boring games easily and always wants to play something new, give Yahoo! a try. If your kid loves everything at Disney, consider disney's website. Most games are Disney characters. They include Hannah
Montana Rock that beat, Tink's Fairy Tag, Bayou Adventure, Pixie Hollow and Zake and Luther's Donut Run. Register with account to have access to these favorites. Warning This image is graphic tap reveal Click reveal keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily Daily
(Pocket-lint) - Game of Thrones is back, with season 5 launched on HBO in the US yesterday, April 12, and simulcast in many other countries around the world. The first episode will also be shown on Sky Atlantic tonight for many UK fans to see it for the first time. Not all UK GoT lovers will
be so excited to debut however. In fact, they probably already saw it. Not a star-studded premiere at the Tower of London last month, but through an illegally downloaded RIP, which are now available en masse on torrent sites. And not just the first episode either. Unfortunately for HBO and
Sky, the first four episodes of the new series were leaked online before the opening episode even hit US screens for the first time. So if you head to Pirate Bay, KickAss Torrents or any other torrent troves of the crowd you will be able to download and watch episodes from one to four game
game season 5 now. But that doesn't mean you need it. In fact, while Game of Thrones is the most illegally downloaded and viewed TV show of all time, we have some good reasons why you need to resist the temptation to watch leaked episodes. Here they are... and none of them is
obvious. READ: Don't have heaven? Here's how to watch Game of Thrones season 5 of legally the new series of Game of Thrones is one of the biggest television events of the year and deserves to be viewed in the best possible way. If you don't give a jot about luxurious images and
beautiful, cinematic presentation, you might as well read George RR Martin's books. It's really a fire way to discover the plot and storyline yourself without having to look at the excellent vistas, costumes and detail the creators lovingly put on every scene. Watching it in the standard definition
is a crime against events on television. The leaked videos are encoded in 720 x 392, which means they must be increased more than two and a half times on a 1080p Full HD TV or monitor. And to keep the file sizes down, they were ripped by poor bits of speed to run, losing a lot of color
information and detailing the process. In a word, they look like pants. As with the video presentation, Game of Thrones is best watched by a 5.1 surround sound system. Leaked videos are presented in stereo and, again, not a small enough resolution to hinder the experience of those who
really care about the show. As the reported leaked show came from a screener disc sent to a reporter for review, the bottom left corner of all four episode rips has a large blurry rectangle blackout image. This will most likely conceal text announcing the original rightholder or even fingerprint
companies sometimes put on their review drives to determine which reviewer source is from in the case of pirated versions available online. As in this case. Although the blurry segment is not enough to hide the action screen significantly, it's off-putting and again contradicts the philosophy
of watching episodes in the best possible way. Unless there are still a lot of leaked episodes, you will have to wait four weeks before the next unseen chapter is broadcast for the first time. You may not be particularly concerned about that, but we were at the world premiere of episode one in
London and had a similar wait until the show finally begins. To get started, it's a killer when you can't even talk about it with friends who haven't seen the show yet. And we almost forgot what happened before episode two is. So you're warned. Regardless of how highly act downloading the
show is illegal, we strongly recommend you resist the urge to watch leaked episodes of Game of Thrones season 5. You might think you're getting before the game to watch them advance in your official openings, but you just really spoil it yourself. Writing by Rik Henderson. Missed Game of
Thrones a lot? The Season 8 premiere of the HBO show only set a few records after it aired Sunday night, finally reuniting us with our favorite characters after a year and a half of silence. By variety, 17.4 million people watched episode 1, titled Winterfell, across several platforms that
include HBOGo and HBO Now. Even those who look at the usual channel (11.8 million) bested last season's numbers, making it a multi-platform record show, topping season 7's 16.1 million total viewers on all platforms for the premiere. And that's even a mention of everything that's
dropped on Twitter. Whether you're watching with a big band as part of a viewing party, or hiding in a house without distraction, a huge part of being Game of Thrones means talking about it online - and the boy we talked about. According to Twitter, the season 8 premiere was the most
tweeted about episode ever, with more than 5 million tweets. This is probably why all ten slots in the world twitter trend list consisted of Game of Thrones content. Specifically, viewers were most buzzy about Jon Snow (Kit Harington) learning his true fatherhood, the episode begins
altogether, and Jon Snow's magic dragon ride with Daenerys (Emilia Clarke). However, it wasn't a match for Bran (Isaac Hempstead Wright), who was the most tweeted-about character, putting Jon Snow in second place. They are followed by Daenerys, Sansa (Sophie Turner) and Cersei
(Lena Headey), who governs the world? Girls (actually, queens). As Variety noted, Game of Thrones viewers have grown every season, with season 7 averaging 32.8 million viewers per episode. With season 8 comprising only six episodes, it becomes more urgent to tune in every Sunday
and savor the final moments of George R.R. Martin's story. Of course, the author supposedly has another book up his sleeve - but if you think that the year and a half for season 8 was long, then I have bad news for you about the books. To move on to mainstream content Now, when we've
seen how HBO's version of Game of Thrones ends, we all don't want to stand out with the characters who made it through the deadliest winter ever. In this spirit, we decided to explore what might happen next. From the nation's new building to the coming-of-age tales we've robbed, here are
the next chapters of the Game of Thrones universe that we want to see on television - which will probably be made before the winter winds or spring dream hit Kindles.Beware: Spoilers are coming. Arya's Western VoyageKas west of Westeros? Get ready to find out. We follow everyone's
favorite face worn by assassin, Arya Stark, as she sets sail aboard the SS Sequel and charts the course at the edge of the famous map. Traveling outside the George R.R. Martin universe, the possibilities are endless - giants, new kingdoms, sea creatures - and who knows, maybe even a
Star Wars crossover episode. - Nick BushEditor's note: Yes, the HBO exec dumped water on Arya's show opportunities, but the network will see a mistake in their ways when people shout dracarys! your HBO subscription. Sansa Winterfell RiseNow that Sansa won Winterfell's
independence, it's time to see the benefits - and dangers - of being in Westeros Switzerland. Do her people accept the Queen without a king (strong female rulers have iffy records in these parts)? Is there any loss associated with all the apparent eyes of Bran? And most importantly, does
she continue to wear the badass armor she's rolled out in Season 8? — Henry T. CaseyJon and Tormund's Excellent AdventuresThe Game of Thrones Season 8 at the end sees Jon returning to Night's Watch; Reunite with your milk-loving, wildling vigilant Tormund Giantsbane; and his
beloved direwolf, Ghost. It's a great setup for a buddy cop comedy set in the north, as Jon, Tormund and their faithful puppy explore the forest to see what dangers and discoveries await. Without the pressure of his heir to the throne, Jon can return to the famine, killing whatever mysterious
enemy appears next. Both Tormund and Ghost can share a big bowl of giant milk. It's going to be a great time. -Mike AndronicoMore DorneMes got a taste of the dorne different culture and gorgeous landscape of season 5, but Westeros's southern kingdom was largely absent until the new
prince made the series' final scene appearance. This series can tie some loose ends (is Ellaria Sand alive?), and provide some much-needed respite from the cold lands of Winterfell. Oh, and if the war breaks down, there are plenty of sunlight for us to see what happens. - Phil TracyThe
Great Braavos Bake-OffHosted none other than Hot Pie, this show will pit Westerosi-bus bakers before each see who can make the best kidney pie that looks like a direwolf. The mysterious ingredient of the first week: fermented fish. Each week the winner will compete for the grand prize:



the Arya Stark Award for innovative ingredients. - Michael ProsperoThe Talti tales a small councilman with Tyrion as Bran's Hand of the King, Bronn as master of coins and Lord of Highgarden, Samwell Tarley as the new Archmaester, Brienne of Tarth as the new head of Kingsguard, and
Davos Seaworth as ship captain, it's time to see who will be master of whisperers (and if they need), as well as master of laws and master's wars.  - Henry T. CaseyPodrick Bigelow, Westorosi GigoloCelibacy shmelibacy! It's a new era in King's Landing, and Kingsguard no longer needs to
keep its sword shelled. What better way to help rebuild brothels than the most noble squire and its magic weapon?  - Paul WagenseilYes, master of CoinA's black comedy about a royal financial adviser (Ser Bronn of Blackwater), who is charmingly corrupt yet whose get-richer-quick
schemes, such as Sgt Bilko's, always come to nothing.  - Paul WagenseilDirewolf PuppiesIn this animated children's show, zany fun just beginning after Jon Snow and Ghost discover new litter direwolf puppies north of the border. Whether they solve the secrets or try to keep crazy Uncle
Tormund upright after another ale bender, these stubborn investigators adventures will have you barking with pleasure. - Nick BushMORE: 10 reasons to keep HBO after Game of Thrones ends greek worm Odyssey Torgo Nudho and Unsullied sail out in the summer sea and the late
Missandei home in Naath, but take a very long - five years? - Get there. Along the way, they explore strange new islands, look for a new life and new civilizations, and boldly go where there was no eunuch before. Each episode promises a new adventure. - Paul WagenseilWhere's Drogon?
Once, though, we see the world through Drogon's eyes, and find its own motivational factors. No more Deus ex Machina scratching, it's time to see who drives dragons who decide wars. Whether Drogon is trying to seek love in all the wrong places or trying to seek revenge on the bastard
who stabbed Khaleesi through and through, his story will finally be told. And since the sky has no borders or boundaries, every favorite surviving source of Dracarys (dragonfire) now has the ability to navigate through every other spinoff in the capital. - Henry T. CaseyThe WinterGeorge
winds up, please stop screwing around with prequels and just give us our book. We're begging you.-Monica ChinCredit: Helen Sloan/HBO Sloan/HBO
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